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CIFAL Shanghai- 2020 Global Science and Technology Innovation
People

Type:

Conference

Location:

Web Based

Date:

28 Oct 2020 to 30 Oct 2020

Duration of event:

3 Days

Programme Area:

Decentralize Cooperation Programme

Speciﬁc Target Audience:

No

Website:

http://www.cifalshanghai.org

Price:

No Fee

Event Focal Point Email:

tianyue.ding@cifalshanghai.org

Partnership:

Shanghai Hongkou District Science and Technology Committee,
Shanghai Industrial Development Science Technology Innovation
Center (SIDSTIC), Shanghai Association of Outstanding
Contribution Experts Industry Promotion Center

BACKGROUND
As the COVID-19 swept through the world, suppressing the demand for global industry, production and consumption,
resulting in the decline of supply chain eﬃciency and the rupture of individual supply chains, which has impacted the
global market; it has on the other hand lead to the rapid development on the new retail industry with deep integration
of online, oﬄine, and logistics services. S&T are now the major driving force to the retail reform, centering on the
industry needs and application scenarios, the use of technologies such as 5G, Cloud computing, Big data, Artiﬁcial
Intelligence, Internet of Things, Blockchain has greatly boosted the digitalization of the retail industry, accelerated the
continuous improvement of enterprise data and computing capabilities, so as to promote the accelerated
development of the entire retail industry.
Global Science and Technology Innovation Conference were successfully held in Shanghai for three consecutive years
in 2017, 2018 and 2019 with great attention and involvement from international community, the Chinese government,
domestic and foreign enterprises, and academia. which provides a platform for global S&T innovation policy makers
and decision makers to exchange views, policies, strategies, experiences and lessons learned, as well as for
demonstrating the latest S&T Innovation technologies, potential markets, investment projects and outstanding
achievements on a global scale.

EVENT OBJECTIVES
This event aims to provide a platform for stakeholders to exchange best practices on Science and Technology
Innovation.

CONTENT AND STRUCTURE
The event is comprised of the following topics:

Global Innovation Forum on Epidemic Prevention and Disaster Prevention
2020 Technology and Industry Development Summit Forum
"Intelligence + Industry Integration" High-End Think Tank Forum
Qingtian Academician Forum

TARGETED AUDIENCE
This conference targets government oﬃcials, international and domestic scientists, enterprise leading ﬁgures and UN
agency representatives.
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